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DARBY,M. R. --The Consumer Expenditure Function
A consumerexpenditure function which integrates pure consumption and
household investment in durable goods is formulated and estimated. Because
of reduced reliance on the official classification of conmiodities as durable
or nondurable, a considerable increase in ability to explain consumer expen-
ditures results as compared to multiequation models. Further empirical in-
vestigation provides strong evidence that:(1) private sector income is
significantly better than disposable personal income for explaining consumer
expenditures,(2) thedefinitionof money is similarly superiorto both
anddefinitions, and(3)theweightof current income in permanentin-
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I.Introduction and Summary
The functionalrelationship of aggregate consumer expenditures to in-
come andothervariables is one of the central elements of macroeconomic
dynamics. Yetsome time back in the 1950's, consumption theorists seem
tohave lost interest in this relation and began to concentrate on models
of the pure consumption of service flows. This is not surprising perhaps,
as explanations of pure consumption could be fairly directly derived from
interteinporal choice theory and are sufficient to explain the broad move-
ments of consumer expenditures.' But most cyclical variation in consumer
expenditureswould appear to arise inthe adjustments of the stocks of con—
umer durable and semidurable goods and not in fluctuations in the growth
of pure consumption. So macroeconomists should be concerned with a con-
sumer expenditurefunction integrating the asset adjustment function and
the pureconsumption function.
The usual approach of those feweconomistswho have concerned them—
selves with these distinctions has beento formulate a model in which in-
vestmentin consumers' durable goods is estimated in a separate equation
or equations from the determination of pure consumption. Empirically con—
suniptionis estimatedasconsumer expenditures less consumer expenditures
on durables plus the estimated rental value of the stock of durable goods.—2—
Such an approach depends critically upon the completeness of the empirical
definition of consumer expenditures for durable goods. To the extent that
coods which are behaviorally durable are in fact classified as nondurable,
the model will be miaspecified and omit a portion of the cyclical varia-
tion in consumer expenditures. In my restatement of the permanent income
theory (1974), it was shown that on the order of half of the behaviorally
defined durable goods are classified in the official data as nondurable
goods and services.2 So the standard approach indeed suffers from speci-
fication biases.
The most obvious approach is to correct the definition of durable
goods so that the two or more equation approach can be directly applied.
As a practical matter such a correction is impossible because of both a
lack of finely disaggregated data and the generality of durability in a
behavioral sense. To take a simple example related to the concept of
human capital, surely a vacation is a durable good yielding benefits for
nany years in the form both of memories and of inflicting slide shows on
relatives. A more promising approach followed in this paper is to formu-
late a model in which the role of specification bias Is minimized. As it
happens, an integrated consumer expenditure function not only serves this
role but also refocuses attention on the basic macroeconomic concept.
The integrated consumer expenditure function is derived in Section II
by inverting the standard theoretieal definition of pure consumption so
that consumer expenditures are defined in terms of pure consumption, house—
hold net Investment In durable goods, and the yield on the stock of dur-
able goods existing at the beginning of the period. This definition is
converted into a consumer expenditure function by substitutions based upon
the permanent income theory of pure consumption and a generalized stock—3—
adjustment model of household durables investment.Consumer expenditures
are determined primarily by permanent income, transitoryincome. t.e '.i
moneystock, andthestock of consumers' durable goods with the 1on-ter'
interest rate and relative price of durables playing minor rolesbecause
of their effect on stock demands. Themodelprovides expected SignS for
i.iostof these variables and explicates the -relationships amonr. their co-
efficients.
SectionIIIapplies the model to postwar U.S. data with rer.arkably
favorable results. The estimated coefficients do not differ significantly
from expectations and are consistent with the secular relation of consump-
tion to saving. Themostsurprising finding is that themarginalpronen
sityto spend (excess) real money balances is somewhat largerthan the
rar-'inal propensity to spend current income for aone—year period. The
theoretica]- model is shown to hold up well when disaggregated by useof
estimatedpure consumption and household durables investment.Theexnlana—
torypower of the integrated model is considerablybetter than one based
on separate consumption and household durab].es investment equations.
Insection IV, theconsumer expenditure function is used to investi—
'ate three outstanding empirical questions: (1) Is disposable personal
income or Drivate sector income better at explaininc' consumerexpenditures?
(2)Thich ofthe money definitions——fl1, N2, or N3——is best at explaining
consumerexpenditures? (3) what is the weight Fof current income in the
formationof permanent income? These questionswere studied siwultaneously
bymaximum likelihood estimation for each combination of incomeand money
(lefinitions for both quarterly and annual data. The dataprovided the
followincanswers: The private sector income and(currency plus demand
deposits) money definitions do s1nificantly better than thealternative4 r
—4—
definitions. The likelihood function is rather flat for values of thet
veiiitbetween 0 and 20 per annum but falls sharply for higher values of
so theweight of lW per annum previously estimated for a r'ure con-
sumption model is retained.
Concluding remarks and suggestions for future research are contained
in Section V. The Data Appendix makes available to other researchers a
considerable investment in constructing private sector income, permanent
income, andthe stock of household durable goods from the national income
accounts aswellasmonthlydataon theFederal Reserve definition for
1947 through 1958.—5—
II.The Theoretical Model
This section presents an elaboration of the integrated vodel. cf cc-
sumer expenditures presented in Darby (1975). First a generalfranework
is derived suitable for integrating all three—equation models of pure
consumption c, household investraent in durable goods and the (end—
of—period) stock of consumers' durable goods cit. A specific——but enpiri—
cally quite general——model is then substituted into this frarteworktO ob-
tain the basic equation used in the empirical investirations.
The real stock dt of consumers goods ("the durables stock") at the end
of period •t Is computed by applying a depreciation rate of 6 par period:
(1) d -(1-0.56) + (1 -6)
where the coefficient of durable goods expenditures c adjusts for intra—
period depreciation on grossinvestment.3 It follows directly that the
net investment In durables is
(2) —(1—0.56) d —6d1
The usual definition of pure consumption c is total consumer expenditures
less the net investment In durables plus an imputed yield at the rate r
per period on the average durables stock for the period:
(3) c —
— +r 0.5 Cdt+d1)
f x
c c —(1—0.5r)dt +rdj
Solving forc shows that consumer expenditures equal pure consumption plus
net durables investment (adjusted for intraperiodyield4) less the yield
on the beginning durables stock:= c÷(1—C.5r)
—rdi.
nuation(4) jconvertedfrom an identity to a theory by sustitu—
tin'behavioral functions in the right hand side. Since the real value
st—i of the durahies stock at the beginningof period tispredeteniined
bypast changes in thestock,functions must be specified only f or nure
consumptionc and household investment in durable goods Ad.
ror aggregate time—series data, the strict permanent income hypothe-
sishas greattheoreticaland empirical appeal as anexplanation of pure
consumption:
(5) c =kv.
Pure consumption is assumed to be a constant fraction k of permanent in-
come y. The use of permanent income is preferred to the life—cycle
apnroach for two reasons:(1)Permanentincome apnears a more accurate
method for estimating aggreate wealth (inclusive of human carital) in
time series anplications.5 (2) This specification allows further empiri-
cal study of the reformulated permanent income theory presented in flarby
(l74). Hiiether the life—cycle approach might in Fact produce superior
et'irical results is an open issue for future research.
The change in the stock of durable goods isofthe nature of a port—
c1io adjustment problem. Households will increase their holdis's of dur—
able goods in response to the increase in total assets from normal saving,
in order to makeuppart ofanyremaining discrepancy between the desired
mid beginning stocks, in response to unexpected saving due to windfalls
(transitory income and as a temporary response to disproportionately
large money balances:((;) (d)e +X1(d_(dt)e —dj)+
+A3(m
—ITI
Thenodelcaptures the main elements that are generally sunposed to affect
hrigesinthe stock of durable 'oods.6
Theuodelis completed by specifvin? the long—run durables stock de—
mandd, the planned change in durable goods (Ad)e,andreal money demand
m. Durables stock demand is assumed to be a linear function of permanent
income, therelative price of durable goods FDt,and the long—term interest
•Dt ratei:
(7) d —a0+ aiyp+ 2 + a3i .
Theplanned change in durable goods through normalsaving isapproximately
pronortional to permanent income:
(6) (d)e VlY
Thedemandfor real money balances is assumed to ho a linear function of
permanent income, transitory income,7 and the long—term interest.rate
(9) m y0 + + T2YTt+ 31t












Thecoefficient of real money ba1:nces i unambiguously positive and the
coefficients of the lagged real durable goods stock and the relative rice
ofdurable coods is unambiguously negative. The other coefficientsare of
arihj-'uous sign.
Finally equations (5) and (10) are substituted into equation (4)to
obtain the consumer expenditure function:
(11)Co +ipt+2Tt+3rn+4dti+ + 6it
here:
=(1 — 0.5r)(A cz— X,y ) 0 10 0
=k+ (1 -O.5r)[(1 -
A1)q÷A1-
A311]









Although unambiguoussigns are assigned onlyto and it would
besurprisingifthedirect positive effects of permanent income and transi—
toryincomewere completely offset by their indirect effects operating
tirough the demandformoney. Variations in the magnitudes of A3y0,
A311,
A3'y2,andA3y3 willcause some variation below in the estimates of
13w,l'
andforalternative money definitions.
Insum,equation (11)serves asa reasonably straightforward method of
incorporating standard notions about factors influencing pure consumption
and household investment in consumers' durable goods intoa consumerexpenditure function. Alternative routes could be used to derive the
same equation with somewhat different interpretations placed on the co-
efficients, but the current approach seems themostatractive to this
author.— 10—
III.Estimation of the Model
i3asic estimates of the model and a comparison with the multiequa—
tiort approach are presented in this section. Discussion of some impor-
tant empirical issues with respect to the computation of permanent income
and the definitions of income andmoneyis postponçd for fuller considera-
tion in Section IV.
Data Definitions8
A major empirical finding of this paper is that data definitions of
durable goods, income, and money make a real difference in the ability to
explain consumer behavior. So it is necessary to devote particular atten-
tion to the precise definitions of date sources used. Some important data
series have been copstructed and are made available in the Data Appendix
for use by others.
Four basic series are available directly:
c Personal consumption exnenditures in constant (1958) dollars
(quarterly data at seasonally adjusted qarter.1. rates (SAQR)).
c
Personal consumption expenditures for durable goods in constant
(1958) dollars (quarterly data at SAQR).
Moneysupply N1(average of monthly data) deflated by the implicit
pricedeflatorfor personal consumption expenditures.
Yield on long—term U.S. government bonds (average of monthly data).
The stock of durable goods at the end of the quarter t is computed
according to equation (1) for 6 =0.05,so9
(12) d =0.975c + 0.95 di.— 11—
Annualregressions use the end of the year (fourth quarter) data extracted
from the quarterly estimates.
iwo alternative current income measures are compared in Section IV,
one corresponding to the accrual of purchasing cower and the other to cash
receipts. Each is adjusted for an imputed 10% per annum real yield r on
the beginning durables stock)0 The basic accrual concept of income is
private sector income y——see Darby (1976, Chapter 2)——which is the amount
(iriplicit in the national income accounts) available to the private sector
(ultinately consumers) for consumption or addition to wealth.11 The cash—
receipts concept is based on disposable personal income y". Both series
are deflated by the implicit price deflator for personal consumption expen-
ditures and quarterly observations are at SAQR. Thus, on the accrual def i—
nition current income is
(13) y
+ r
where r —0.10for annual data and 0.025 for quarterly data. Where the
DP PS
cash—receipts definition is used, y replaces y in equation (13).
Permanent income is computed in the usual way as
(14) + (1 —8)(l+ g)F,t—l
The implied eometr1cally declining weights were showninDarby (1974) to
be Implied by a perpetual Inventory model of total (human and nonhuman)
wealth whert l Is the realyield on wealth and gis the trend growth rate
ofincome.12The value of L Is estimated by search over the interval
o << 1for the value which minimizes the sum of squared residuals in
the consumer expenditure regression.— 12—
Transitoryincome is computed as the difference between the esti-
mates of current and permanent income
(15) Tt =t
—Pt
Therelative price of durable to nondurable goods and services is
comnutedby(ljvj(ljng the implicit price deflator for personal consumption
exuenditureson durable goods by the corresponding deflator for nondurable
'oo1sand services.The latter unpublished deflator is derived as the
ratio ofexpenditures on nondurable goods and services in current dollars
to the expenditures in constant (1958) dollars.13
For purposes of comparison with the multiequation approach to explain-
ing consumer expenditures, estimates of household investment in durable
goods idandpure consumption c are based on the Commerce Department
definitions of durable goods;
(16) d =d —d
tt t—l
f ,
(17) C =C—(1—O.5r) +
wherethe iriputed yield on durable goods r is the same as used in estimating
current incone.
Estimat esofthConsumerFenditureFunctiOr
Theconsumer expenditure function (11) was estimatedin both quarterly
and annualversions for the entire period 1947-4973 for which complete data
wasavai1ab1c. Tii basiccstiaatcs—--for reasons tobediscussed insection
\'--nr' t)nsc(!on tlu? accruzd(private sector) income definition andthe
narrow Cl1)money dcli ni tion.— 13—
Theannual estimate
(18) —148.9 + l.O8y, + 0.406 + 0.681 in
(—2.57) (16.69) (6.87) (49)
t
—0.376d + 29.0 "Dt + 1.49 1
(—5.29) (0.80) NDt (1.11)
—015[0 ,0.23],S.E.E. 1.98, R2(adj.) .9996,
D—W2.39
Thecorrespondingquarterly regression is
(19) c =—23.52+0.90y + 0.455 Tt +0.189
(—3.21) (27.16) (12.67) (7.59)
P
—0.042d+ 2.95 ----——+0.371
(439)t1(0.53) NDt (1.66) t
0.01 [0, 0.06], S.L.E. •.744,R2(adj.). .9992,
D—W= 1.03
The two estimates correspond very closely when It is recalled that, in view
of the stock-flow relatlonshins, c, and aremeasured at quarterly
rates in the cuarter1y regression.15 The lowquarterlyDurbin—Watson sta-
tistic supgests autocorrelation of the residuals not present in the annual
regression, however. This nutocorrelatlon may be due either to correlated
data errors such as from the seasonal adjustment or else to an omitted
variable such as lagged transitory income which is not important at the
annual level. Since autocorrelation suggest overly optimistic standard
errors, the discussion below will emphasize the more reliable annual re-
gression.— 14—
Becauseof the important trend element, the adjusted is a meaning—
16
less measure of explanatory power. More useful is the ratio of the
standard error of estimate to the mean value of dependent variable. This
value is 0.58 percent for the annual regression and 0.86 percent for the
quarterly regression. If the consumer expenditure functions were conver-
ted to private saving functions by use of the identities (see Darby (1975),
equation (12)), the standard errors would be 5.0 percent of mean private
saving for annual data and 7.5 percent for quarterly data. Further the
annual standard error of estimates is only 34.0 percent of the standard
error for the naive model of footnote 16 and 50.5 percent of the standard
error for a Keynesian consumption function.
In the annual regression, the coefficient of exceeds unity be-
cause the effect operating through the stock demand for durables Is large
relative to the offset due to the demand for money. The long—run effect
ofpermanent incomewould include induced effects on the durables and
money stocks. Of special interest are the implied long—run values for
the ratio k of pure consumption to total accrued income and the ratio a
of private saving to private sector income (exclusive of the inmuted
yield on the durables stock). These values are estimated at 0.90 and
O.O respectively on the basis of regression (18).17 In view of the non—
lineartransformations rind auxiliary information used in their computa-
tions, these values arc better regarded as rough checkson the consistency
of the regression than as good estimates of k and a.





rorthe quarterly regression, the corresponding value is 0.46.The lower
quarterly value reflects the smaller impact of current income on permanent
income within a quarter as compared to over a year. The estimatesof this
E weirht bracket the 0.1 per annum (0.025 per quarter) valuewhich was
estimated in 1)arby (1974)onthe basis of pure consumption. They will be
analyzed further in Section IV.
Thecoefficient of real money balances is quite si!nificant in both
the economic and statistical senses. Its high value would appear to sup-
port the substitution hypothesis of the real balanceeffect. This may be
interpreted in two equivalent ways: (1) Bonds and durables areøubsti—
tutes in the household portfolio andthedemands for both are affected by
an excess supply of money. (2) oney supply, given its demand,is a good
.roxvfor theunavailable real yields on substitutes for durable goods.
.notcrpossiblycomplementary liquidity hypothesis would stress the cr1—
ticalroleof cash balances in providing downpaymentsfor the purchase
efconsumers'durable goods because of the illiquidity of other forms of
nssets. A substantive iriplication of the effect of real moneybalances
on consumer expenditures is that——in terms of the Hicksian cross——an
increase in the money supply shifts the IS (as well as the L!!) curveto
the right.
Thenegativecoefficient on the real durables stock is significantly
1arcer thanthe yield on the stock. This indicates that boththe direct
sitb;titutlonof durables yield for nondurable good.andservices and the
Indirect adjustment of theclurahics stoc1• affects consumer expenditures.
Abnormally hi'h durrtblcs sales during a boom implya periodof abnormally
lowdurablessales later while low sales durin a recession implyhigh
sales later.— 16—
Thecoefficient of the relative price of durable goods is insigni-
ficant and of the wrong sign. Although not surprising——given that about
half of behaviorally defined thirable goods are represented in the denomi—
nator——this result is disappointing. An unsuccessful attempt was made to
estimate durables stock and price series inclusive of clothing and shoes.
Although the relative price coefficient became negative, insurmountable
difficulties in estimating the initial stock and depreciation resulted in
a slight deterioration in the standard error. Even were a definitionally
Tpure" estimate available, there would be two other factors making for an
insignificant——or even perversely signed——coefficient for the relative
price of durables: (1) The behavior of the relative price of durables is
dominated by a downward trend over the postwar period. Given the costs
of maintaining current price information on infrequently purchased Items,
the price as perceived by consumers not actively in the market would be
better represented by a trend than by the actual price. Since permanent
income is trend—dominated, the high implicit coefficient on permanent in-
come in the durables stock demand will reflect not only the true income
effect but also the effect of the negative trend in prices. (2) If——con-
trary to the usual macroeconomic assumption——the supply curve of durable
-'oods Is not infinitely elastic at a given price, the relative price co-
efficient would reflect the interaction of demand and supply effects and
be of indeterminante sign.
The nominal interest rate coefficient is slightly positive. This
indicates that the positive effect (from decreasing the demand for money)
slightly outweighs the negative effect (from decreasing the durable stock
demand). Since no attempt was made to adjust for expected inflation, the
nominal interest rate would not be expected to have much effect in the— 17—
durablesstock demand. It is perhaps surprising then——if money demandis
significantly interest elastic——that the interest ratecoefficient does
not more substantially exceed zero.
The early part of the period, say from 1947 through 1953, appeared
suspect for three possible reasons: (1) the constraint ondurables goods
purchases during World War II, (2) possible inaccuraciesin the starting
benchmarks for permanent income and the durables stock, and (3) the effect
on the demand for money of the abandonment during 1951—1953of pegged in-
terest rates on government bonds. The equations were restiinatedfor 1954—
1973, but there was no hint of a structural change or even a significant
changein any of the coefficients.'8 So the entire period is retained for
the statistical analysis.
It is customaryto include in consumer expenditure functions——or rather
consumptionfunctions fitted to consumer expenditure data—the lagged de-
pendent variable. The usual justification is the Koycktransformation in
whichlagged consumption serves as a proxy for lagged permanent income.
This justification does not hold for lagged consumer expenditures however,
sinceit has been seen above that short—run fluctuations in consumer expen-
ditures are due primarily to fluctuations in transitory income, real money,
and durables stock. Although estimatIon of regressions such as (18) by
a maximum likelihood search routine is somewhat costly, the resulting
standard errors and Durbin—Watson statistics do not suffer from the biases
anticipated in regressions inclusive of the lagged dependentvariable.
Where the precise estimate of the weight 8 of current income in permanent
income is not of concern, regressions can be run conditional upon a par-
ticular 8 weight.— 18—
Disaret1oninto Consumption and Durab1esInvesmentjuations
Itserves as a useful check on the derivation and interpretation of
the integrated consumer expenditure function (11) to estimate the under-
lying pure consumption function (5) and household durables investment
function (10). The difficulty in doing this is that the main reason for
using the inter,rated approach is a lack of good data on household durables
investment and pure consumption. Nevertheless for illustrative purposes,
the official definition of durable goods was used to construct estimates
(as explained under "I)ata Definitions') of pure consurrntion c and house—
holddurables investment Mt.
Table1 presentstheregressionresults. Equation (5)isestimated
byregressionsnumber 1 and 4 for annual and quarterly data respectively.
The previous indirect calculation of k as 0.90 corresponds well to the
direct estimate of 0.88. Since it was argued that a pure consumption
estimate based on the official durables definition would in fact include
considerable household investment in misclassified durables, regression 2
and 5 apply the consumer expenditure function to the estimated "pure con—
sumption.' Regressions 3 and6apply the household durables investment
function (10) to the estimated net investment in (officially classified)
durables good.
Incomparing regressions 2 and 3, it is clear that the estimated net
investment contains on theorderof half of total net investment in a
behavioral sense.'9 Theonlysignificant problem——not present in the
cuarter1y regressions——is the larger coefficient on the lagged durables
stockinregression 2 than in regression 3. This apparently offsets a
slightly highestimatedweight of current income in permanent income
uhule thequarterlyregressions 5and6 display the opposite bias due to— 19—
alow 8weight.20 The signs of the coefficients of the relative price of
durables are just the reverse of what would be expected, but notmuch can
be made of the statistically insignificant results for that variable.
In stun, the disaggregated version of the model is very much as would
be guessed from the derivation of the model and the estimates of the inte-
gratedconsumer expenditure function. The only significant divergence
between the annual and quarterly results——autocorrelation aside——are ap-
parently dueto the use of a slightly too high value of 8 in the annual
regressions and slightly too low a value of 6 in the quarterly regressions.
The disaggregation done in Table 1 takes advantage of the estimated
8 weight of current income in permanent income from the integrated con-
sumer expenditurefunction. A standard multiequationmodel would make
separate estimates of equations (5) and (10) and combine them by useof
the identity (4) if a prediction of total consumer expenditures were re-
quired. The 8 estimate of the durables investment function will be un-
biased but imprecise because of the low coefficient of permanent income.
Since the estimates of pure consumption include elements of durables in-
vestment, the demonstration of upward bias of 6 from Darby (1974) applies
directly. Nevertheless the biased permanent income estimates will provide
more accurate predictions of c than regressions 1 and 4. In practice an
evenmore favorable estimate of C basedon the Koyck transformation would
likely be usedinstead of equation (5):
f f
(21) —
a1+ 82t + a3C.
Table 2 compares the root mean squared errors of these twodisaggregate
estimation techniques with the root mean squared error of the consumer
expenditure function. The integrated consumer expenditure functiondoes
much better than either disaggregated approach for the annual data. But— 20—
forciuarterly data, the method utilizing the Koyck transformation does
nearly as well. The quarterly national income accounts dataappear to
spread receipts and expenditures over adjacent quarters however, so that
the IZoyck transformation in this case displays aspurious accuracy.
The consumer expenditure function has been successfully estimatedin
this section with no significant departures from expectedsigns or magni-
tudes of coefficients. The estimated coefficients areinternally con-
sistent. The disaggregated estimates are consistent with theoriginal
hypothesis that all coefficients other than permanent income enter because
of household investment in durable goods but thatnearly half of durable
oods in a behavioral sense are included in the official dataon nondur-
able goods and services. As a result, disaggregate estimates ofconsumer
expenditures derived from separate models of pure consumption and house—
:o1d durables investment compare poorly with the estimates ofthe inte-
grated consumer expenditure function.— 21—
IV.Analysisof Three Empirical Issues
The consumer expenditure function is used in this section to investi-
gate further three empirical issues: (1) the definition of current income
which best explains consumer expenditures (2) the definition of money
which best explains consumer expenditures; and (3) the value of the weight
of current income in the determination of permanent income.
The two income definitions which are compared are the accrual con-
cept and the cash—receipts concept.21 These two definitions reflect the
two basic alternative conceptions of consumer behavior. The accrual con-
cept is harmonious with a view of the consumer as a rational decision—
maker constrained by total wealth. The cash—receipts concept is sensible
if consumer behavior is more a matter of spending nearly all that is re-
ceived. Until recently, the use of a cash—receipts concept (disposable
personal income) was the standard, traditional practice. A number of
studies in the last decade have moved toward the accrual concept by adding
undistributed corporate profits (as an estimate of accrued capital gains).
There are many other competing income definitions which could be con-
sidered. ror example, Jarro (1974) and Kochin (1974) have recently ar-
gued——following David Ricardo——that government bonds are not viewed by
the private sector as net wealth.Iii that case an accrual definition of
income would be essentially net natJonal product less government expendi-
turesfor goods and services plus the increase in high—powered (base)
money.22 Feldstein (1974) on the other hand argues for inclusion of an
etitateof increases in"social security wealth." Another issue concerns
the transfer of purchasing power to thegovernment through inflation. This
would suggest subtraction of therate of inflation times high—powered money
and governiient bonds (ifgovernment bonds are net wealth). In view of the22 —
hig1estimationcosts of dealing with many alternative incorie definitions
simultaneously with the other two main empirical issues, it was decided
only to compare the basic accrual and cash—receipts definitions, leaving
for further research comparison of finer differences conditional on a par-
ticular money definition and weight.
section III only discussed the (currency plus demand deposits) de—
finitic-n of mone'. To other money definitions have received considerable
attention 1w monetary economists: N2 0l plus time deposits at cormiiercial
an:s23) andT3 (M', plus savings and loan and mutual savings hank deposits).
These alternative money definitions are compared with in this section.
The 2 data used are an average of the monthly data deflated by the
inlicit price deflator for personal consumption expenditures. Unfortu-
nately Federal Reserve data for is available only from January 1959
onward while the Friedman and Schwartz (1970) data contain no series usinc
the official definition. Monthly estimates of N3 for 1947 through 1958
:ere made on the basis of the Friedman and Schwartz data on savings and
loan and mutual savings bank deposits. The N3 data used in this series
are averages of this monthly data deflated by the implicit price deflator
for personal consumption expenditures.
In Darhy (1974), removal of thespecificationbias resulted in an es-
timatedweight of 0.1 per annum in terms of an essentially pure consump-
tion model. This section examines whether that estimate stands u for the
consumer expenditure function under alternative definitions of income and
money. Werenot estimated for each combination it could bias the choice
of the best combination of income and money.
Thesethree empirical issues are examined simultaneously bythe regres—
;ionreporte(! in Tables 3 (annual (lata) and 4 (quarterly data)The— 23—
messageof these tables is very clear The accrual income concept and the
money concept do much better in explanatory power(as judged the sum
of squared residuals or standard error of estimate criterion) than the
alternative definitions. Further theweight of 0.1 per annum previously
estimated on the basis of pure consumption continues to hold up for the
consumer expenditure function.
Consider first the definition of income For each moneydefinition
and for both annual and quarterly data, the accrual definition of Income
does better than the cash—receiptsdefinition.25 The sum of squared resi-
dualsof the best cash—receipts definition regression exceeds that of the
corresponding accrual definition by 41.8 percent for the annual data and
10.6 percent for the quarterlydata.26 Itwould have been surprising,
giventhe success of the model which is based on rational consumers faced
with a wealth constraint, had the accrual definition not done considerably
better than the cash-receipts definition of income.
As to the empirical definition of money, the results are similar. For
either definition of income, the N1 definition does better than either
or 13. Comparing the best N1 estimate with the best alternative (N3),
the alternative definition's sum of squared residuals is 32.9 percent high-
erfor annual dataand11.1percenthigher for quarterly data. Thecoeffi-
cients of realmoney balances would be expected to decline in movingfrom
to12 to 13 (because of the increasingabsolute magnitudes), but the
fact that the standard errors decline less rapidly (so tLat t—values fall)
is suggestive that U2 and 113 are properly interpreted as proxies for
The fact that h3 does a bit better than N2 is suggestive that consumers
find bank and nonbank tirie deposits much better substitutes for each other
tItan tiey find all kinds of time deposits for N1.— 24
As already discussed in Section III, the estimates of the weight
brachet—--utin no case sinificantly differ from——the previous estimate
of .1 -,er annum or .CJ25per quarter. As discussed in footnote 20 above,
te hi-'jicorrelationof the durables stock and permanent income for low
(Jflt;tn1epreciseestimation impossible.flowevcr,it is clear fron the
eavior oftiteljkeliltoO(1function that the actualweighthiustlie in
the neighborhood of 0.1 per annum (0.025 per quarter). This is illustrated
in Figures 1 and 2 which are graphs of the sum of suared residuals as a
function of thewei'ht for annual and quarterly data, respectively. The
critical value of the sum of squared residuals for a two—tailed likelihood
ratio test at the90%significance level is indicated In each figure by
spcr1tbet,een 0 and 0.2 for annual data and, eouivalently, between 0 and
).Q5 for quarterly data, the sum of squared residuals is rather flat so
thattheminimizing I weights of 0.15 and 0.01, respectively, are little
betterthanany other value within that range. From 0.2 to 0.6 per annum
(u.05to(9.2per ciuarter), the sum of squared residuals rises very rapidly
to a much higher plateau. So the estimation of 8 is Imprecise within the
range from 0 to 0.2 per annum,butany value much above that range——in—
27
cluding Friedman's original (1957) biasedestimate of 0.35 per annum——
can be easily rejected.
Regressions number 7 and 13——presented earlier as equations (18) and
(19)---arc uot acceptable as linalestimates ofthe consumer expenditure
iuiictlontncc they hoveInconsistent8 weights which bias upwards (l.n
absolutevalue)the durables stock coefficient intileannual version and
bias it downwards in the quarterly version. Since the average of the two
weights is 9.57 per annum and there is no reason to relect the previous
10%per annum based on a pure consumption model, the final estimates of the— 25—
consunerexpenditure function are based on a 8 weight of 0.10 per annum
and 0.025 per quarter. The annual estimate is28
(22) c =—167.5+ 1.005 yr + 0.446 -f 0.729 m
(—2.52) (17.42) (7.98) (5.07)
—0.289d
1+ 30.3 —--•+1.96 i
(—4.60) (0.83)1'NDt (1.47)
80.1, S.E.E. 2.00, R2(adj.) .9996, D—W —2.39.
The corresponding quarterly estimate is







—0.065d + 2.76 —---+ 0.331
(—6.01)t1 (0.49)NDt(1.43)
80.025, S.L.E. =.746,R2(adj.) .9992, D—W —1.07.
Strong evidence has been presented In this section for the following
empirical propositions: (1) The accrual (private sector income) definition
of income explains consumer expenditures better than the cash—receipts (dis-
posable personal income) definition. (2) The narrow definition of money
is an important determinant of consumer expenditures and significantly
better in explanatory power than either broad definition or M3. (3)
The weightof current income In permanent income lies in the range from
oto20 per annum.— 26—
V.Concluding iemarks
The central theme of this paper is the empirical valueof an inte-
grated consumer expenditure function in explainingconsumer expenditures.
The theoretical value of the consumer expenditurefunction is that it con-
centrates directly on thevariableof prime interest to macroéconomjsts.
j3ut the alternative treatment of household investmentin durable goods as
a component of an enlarged definition of total investmentdoes not lack
theoretical appeal either. The basic attraction istherefore theempiri-
cal one; The integrated approach is much lesssubject to biases intro-
duced by the essentially arbitrary classificationof coimiodities between
durable and nondurable goods and services.
An empirical question can be answered only by examinationof the data.
An unusually clear answer was provided by the researchreported here: The
consumer expenditure function explains the data well andsignificantly
better than the multiequation pure consumption—householdinvestment ap-
proach. The reason for this superior performance is found in thefact that
the official data on durable goods expendituresinclude only about half of
total durables expenditures as defined behaviorally.
Thedata also provided strong evidence that (1)an accrual (private
sector) definition of income better exi)lainsconsumer expenditures than a
cash—receipts (disposable) personal income defInition: (2) tilenarrow N]
definition similarly does better than either2 or 113. and (3) the i
weight of current income in the formation ofpermanent income lies some-
where in the range from 0 to about 20%per annum. While there Is no a
priori presumption about the best money definition, the resultson the
incomedefinition and the 13weight reinforce the basic conception— 27—
underlyingthe model——that consumers are rational decision—makers con-
strained by total (human and nonhuman) wealth as estimated by permanent
income. The rationality of consumers would certainly be questionableif
they responded to cash receipts rather than accrued income. A 8weight
of about 10% per annum——which is the estimated real yield on total wealth——
is certainly more acceptable than the higher weights estimated in many
previousstudies.29
Theempirical advantages of anintegrated consumer expenditure func-
tion seem clear. Future research might be directed at substituting a
life cycle model for the permanent income explanation of pure consumption
tocompare their explanatory powers. Other areas for possible improvement
would be either the generalized stock adjustment hypothesis (6) or the
underlying stock demand functions (7) and (9). A somewhat different line
ofresearch would utilize the consumer expenditurefunction to .r*ln(ne
finerdefinitions of accrued income adjusted for increases in government
debt,in social security wealth, or the inflationary taxonbasemoney
and possiblygovernment debt.— 28—
DATAAPPENDIX
Several data series of general applicability were estimated in the
course of this project. In order to make them available for future re-
search by others in this and other areas, the most important are repro-
duced here with instructions for updating as revised data become avail-
able.
Table 5 presents annual data for nominal and real private sector in-
come, the current and permanent (real) income on the accrued definition,
the real durables stock, and the nominal M3 money supply. Table 6 con-
tains quarterly data for the same series. Table 7 presents the monthly
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Comparison of Prediction Errors
Consumer Expenditure Function vs. Disagreated tetimates
ei
Estimation Approach Annual Quarterly
Consumer Expenditure Functionb 1.704 0.720
Equations (5) and (10)C 3.458 1.150
Koyck and equation (10)d 2.635 0.731
asquare root of the meansquarederror, 1947—1973
bgression equations (18) and (19)
CMaximum likelihood estimates of equations (5) and (10) combined by
equation (4)


















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































1946 163.22 223.77 72.43
81.33 172.71 10?,7 176.05 225.96 233.20 732.'3
2L42.15 90.01 76.7' 10'8 2O0.'5 2t3.36 251.0
99.09 178.10 10t910.35 2t1.14.00 253.00
112.21 183.88 1950 215.17 259.67 269.58 2&2.2
272.76 119.75 191.82 1951 235.2 265.77 276.09
125.'2 1952 2b6.85 272.81 28te.79 283.37
13.05 215.89 1953 2c8.7o 282.12 Z94.66
1[41.22 229.?8 195 263.72R5. 298.87 3fli•RP
i5.10 20.53 1955 28c.fl2 37.21 321.33
162.61 250.0 1956 300.37 317.00 332.[1 320.51
169.03 261.83 1057 31[.90 322.'i8 338.7" 3h1.70
172.60 278.57 1058 322.82 322.81 339.80
180.20 295.62 1959 35.65 3L1.29 358.56 366.08
187.37 305.57 1960 35c.80 3c.78 363.80 378.t
192.38 326.65 1061 360.60 355.63 37.36 391.12
201.22 350.86 1162 302.97 37t.•70 393.% Y1t.89
212.5's 380.07 1q63 &11.05 387.31 [07.L3 119.fl
726,9 10.07 196Ete7.52 l16.R6 t38.12 t35•t46
2Et.78 lOflS 1L86.17 LI46.71 t9.36 53.87
25I4.2t L76.19 1966 526.20 fe7l.67 [96.15 L73.75
281.17 511.70 1Q67 556.55 P6.I4F 512.88 C9I.00
302.65 55k.L9 1068 506.87 503.97 532.0951t.8t
323.88 588.03 1033.10 512.Li7 5t?.7 535.39
33q.0 613.Ot& 1q70 683.57 5?8.[7 560.81
360.3' 692.55 1071 7'4.15 553.R 587.78 57R.72
388.58 778.92 1072 80t.55 511.95 617.99 602.60
629.06 L19.0 862.13 1073 005.25 620.52 669.37
Columns (a) through (e) based on final data through 1971.Federal Reserve
estimatesof M3 are subject to change back to 1959.
Notes: a. Private sector income in current dollars (billionsof dollars).
To update or extend: net national product -governement
purchasesof goods and services -governmentsurplus (NIk basis)
-statisticaldiscrepancy(NIA) -Federalgovernmenttransfer
payments to foreigners (net) -personaltransfer payments to
foreigners.
b. Private sector incne in constant dollars (billionsof 1958 dollars).
To update or extend: Y yS deflated by the implicit price
deflator for personal consumption expenditures.- 35-
Notesto Table 5 (continued):
c.Private sector income in constant dollars adjusted for the
imputed yield on the stockof consumers'durable goods(billions
of 1958 dollars￿. The accrual concept of income. To update
or extend: yrSuY — +0.1d.i.
d. Permanent income based on and a weight of O.Lillions
of 1958 dollars). To update or extend: 0.1 yr" +
0.9344862 Pt-l•
e. Stock of consumers' durable goods at the end of the year (billions
of 1958 dollars). To update or extend: FourthqUarterdata from
Table 6.
f. Money stock M3 in current dollars (billions of dollars). To






PSDY't pt dt M3t




714.56 169.19 19147 1 170.14 223.62 230.87 229.39
76.76 171.88 11147 2172.0 223.96 231.til
P.89 1.71t.06 11473179•3 228.99 236.67
81.33 175.72 147 4182.5 227.27 235.16
238.147 83.63 176.71s
1°149 1.190.c 7314.90
8C.83 176.27 j0h 2ioo. 2143.29 251.66 2141.03
2143.63 P°.02 176.96 11! 3.205.1 2146.22 2514.80
90.01 176.99 1'° 4706.7 2140.014 757.814
91.77 177.05
1201.1 21414.3 253.35
914.01 178.014 1I0 2108.9 2143.15 252.33
253.60 96.148 178.314 1149 3199.8 2145.76 255.16
255.914 99.09 178.97 19140 4107.6 2142.75 252.140
101.6 180.75 ycn 209.c 257.69 267.60
1014.59 183.50 1cr 2209.7 256.67 266.86
263.93 109.11 1814.87 1903 217.3 260.214 270.70
112.21 16.142 1950 4 2214.2 2614.08 2714.99 266.67
115.28 187.97 1951 1226.0 257.11 268.33 269.20
271.93 117.00 190.00 i1 2 2314.6 277.51
118.143 192.80 1051 3 2140.0 271.1 282.89 2714.714
277.146 119.75 196.50 I 14 2141.1 268.78 280.63
280.13 121.08 199.80 1°" 1 2141.9 268.78 280.75
172.51 202.66 17 22142.6 269.26 281.36 282.78
123.140 205.85 1c') 3 2148.0 273.73 285.03 785.51
288.33 125.142 209.08 15'4 2514.9 279.50 291.814
177.75 211.72 1931758.0 782.53 295.13
2914.06 129.97 2114.98 1953 2260.1 2814.26 297.014
132.0 217.26 13 3259.6 287.17 295.17
1314.05 219.60 1534257.1 279.146 292.66
13.61 229.13 I260.6 281.142 2914.83
3014.86 137.314 225.62 1221.3 287.18 295.714
130.0° 779.51 1tJ53263.6 285.22 299.01 307.56.
1141.22 232.87 14 270.14 297.9 306.R'
114U.08 36.60 iqscl276.6 298.70 312.83 313.38
1147.145 239.140 1' 2223.7 306.37 320.78 316.149
151.00 2141.87 icc3 287.14 309.36 3214.11
1IL.1O 21414.27 155 4 292.14 3114.141 329.51 322.88















10564307.5 320.98 337.03 335.63
1614.814 257.6 inc71311.1 321.72 337•qp 338.83
166.72 260.60 1572 3114.2 322.92 339140
168.37 263.143 19573318.0 3214.16 3140.8 3145.18
169.93 265.67 19574316.3 321.12 337,95
351.09 170.72 269.60 981 3114.14 315.66 37,65






igc 3 325.1 324.77 341.89 356.97 171.B32LRO
1958 4 33'i.2 333.20 350.38 360.14 172.69 286.43
igs i 39.8 337.77 355.04 33.38 174.35 290.90
ic 2 3Ii8.1 3144•99 362.43366. 17F.t*3 291s.73
j95C) 3.. 345.3 339.86 357.50 369.95 178.60 297.87
1959 4 3'19.'* 342.55 360.41 373.17 180.20 299.00
1960i 3514.1136.f63182.25 299.Ro
1960 2 356.9 31*7.52 365.714 379.68 184.26 302.07
1960 3 367.2 31*6.80 365.22 382.87 186.l 307.50
1q60 4365.0 342.66 361.27 385.91 187.32 312.93
1961 1 357•7 3144.60 363.Ii 388.gc 188.11 310.27
1fli 2366.0 352.91* .71.75 3.2.15 189.24 323.97











1' 2 391.6 374•fl? 393•147 495•93 196.48 348.33
1q62 3301e.I 375.62 395.27 b00.IiF 19.77 353.27











1963 3 411i.1 380.92 410.58 1*23.85 209.53 383.70
1q63 4 l*20.8 394.38 415.33 427.60 212.54 391.43
19'* I.433.5 405.52 426.77 431.P 215.9c 397.73
1964 21*45.7 415.38 436.97 435.75 219.61 404.83
1°6'* 3453.2 421.97 443.93 '*1*0.02 223.35 1*14.27
19644'1457.7 '*24.58 1*46.92 444.31 226.1*9 '*23.1*7
19651469.0 433.1*6 456.11 448.76 231.03 432.20
1965 2 1*77.0 438.I*2 '*61.52 '*53.77 235.15 439.50
1965 3493.6 '452.84 476.36 458.0? 239.75 41*8.37
1q6 4 505.1 1*62.17 486,10 463.07 21*4.78 459.27
10(R 1 513.5 465.97 490.45 468.08 250.76 '*68.13
39 2 520.0 467.21 492.23 '*73.06 2ç4.71 474.77
10f6 3 529.6 1*7.2R 498.75 478.12 259.60 478.63
1966 451i1.7 1*80.23 506.19 4.3.29 261,."* 483.23
10'7 1 5411.5 IsR0.SR 597.01 '*88.40 268,12 'iO2.40
1q67 2 550.8 484.01 519.82 493•53 ?72.7c 505.17
1q67 3 560.7 '*8.41 535,69 '*98.69 276.98. 519.33
1Q67 4 570.2 1*92,83 520.57 503.go 283.17 529.90
1968 1 579.6 1*96.23 524.35 509.12 286.27 538.60
l68 2 595.7 504.g3 33.L6 514.49 291.45 51*8.13
1OFR 3602.3 506.99 536.13 519.84 297.21 558.90
10fR 4600.9 5fl7P3 537.5555.1430?.6 577.33
1fl i.613,8 596.41* 536.70 530.34 508.1*6 587.00
199 2626.5 510.59 541.41* 535.57 314.00 cR9.30
InSn 36Li.7 517.06 51*8,45 540.90 319.02 590.73
1069 4649.4 515.81 547.715li7 323.88 592.80
1070 1660.6 518.12 550.51 5c1.3, .28.28 594.87
1979 2681.3 579.78 562.61 556.77 332.78 604.30- 38-
Table6 (continued)
Columns (a) through (d) are at seasonally adjusted annual rates; divide by
4 to obtain the seasonally adjusted quarterly rates used in the text. Columns
(a) through (e) based on final data through 1971 4. Federal Reserve estimates
of M3 are subject to change back to 1959.
Private sector income itt current dollars (billions of dollars).
To update or extend: net national product -government
purchases of goods and services -governmentsurplus (NIA basis)
-statisticaldiscrepancy (NIA) -Federalgovernment transfer
payments to foreigners (net) -personaltransfer payments to
foreigners.
c. Private sector income in constant dollars adjusted for the imputed
yield on the stock of consumers' durable goods (billions of 1958
dollars). The accrual concept of income. To update or extend:
ySDY =y+0.1dt..l.
d. Permanent income based on and aweight of 0.025 per
quarter (billions of 1958 dollars). To update or extend:
0.025 PSDY + 0.9843473
e. Stock of consumers' durable goods at the end of the quarter
d (billions of 1958 dollars). To update or extend: dt —0.24375Ct
+0.95dt_l, where c La consumption expenditures for durable
goods in constant (1958) dollars as seasonally adjusted annual rates.
f. Money stock M3 in current dollars (billions of dollars). To update





10703 695 2 536.01 56) 28 562 20 37 01 619 60
"7'4 607.2 620.70 563.0 667.58 339•10 637.00
10711 722.5 5Lii.t6 578.Eai 573.15 1III.38 659.1s7
1°'2 7t1.L 552.87 587.31 578.86 1t0.1 685.L1
10713 7'8.9 5ct.7! 580.66 5Rl.5t15.6o 703.80
1q714763.8 563.27 508.71 c90.36 16fl.1' 721.50
1"'1 775.2 566.67 60?.70cq•1 66. 7Iii.fl1
10722 791.t 57[i.73 61L39 602.IIL 73.ti.7 76.97
10723 Rnq.1 583.35 620.60 F°.23 38".7P 7Q0.67
10774.8L2•5 603.08 6l1.16 614.7t 188.58 815.00
10731 873.3 617.61 656.ti7 621.53 397.72 835.87
1q732 893.3 610.06 658.83 628.27 li06.03 851s.50
13733 915.1 622.52 663.12 635.01 13.59 870.7
1q734 939•3 622.88 61.68 £19.0t 887.70
Notes: a.
b. Private sector income
To update or extend:
deflator for personal
in constant dollars (billions of 1958 dollars).
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FOOTNOTES
*This research was written during the author's Harry Scherman Research
Fellowship at the National Bureau of Economic Research but is not an of f i—
cial report of the National Bureau. Nurhan Helvacian provided valued re-
search assistance.
'Theold vaudeville joke comes tomind: First drunk—-"Whyareyou look-
ing for your wallet here if youlost itoverthere?" Second drunk——"The
light'smuch better here by the lamp post."
2A rough definition of behavioral durability is responsiveness to
transitory income. Consumer expenditures for durable goods and for clothing
and shoes are about equally responsive to changes in transitory and perma-
nent income, but all other expenditures are only about one quarter as re-
sponsive to changes in transitory income as to permanent income. Thus the
official Commerce Department definition does appear to capture goods signi-
ficantly more durable than those classified as nondurable goods and ser-
vices (with the exception of clothing and shoes). Given the relative mag-
nitudes, however, the remaining durable elements in "nondurable goods and
services" are nevertheless quite significant.
31nmy earlier work (1972, 1975), this adjustment was neglected be—
cause of the small difference from unity for quarterly data (with 5 —.05,
1 —0.5..5 —0.975).
4This adjustment too is small for quarterly data. Using r —2.52per
quarter or 10% per annum,1—a.5r0.9875 for quarterly data or 0.95 for
annualdata.— 43-
5Darby(1974) demonstrates theinterpretationof permanent income as
aperpetual inventory of wealth.
6Otherpossible influences have been omitted either here orbelow in
coipleting the specification because of the difficulty in obtaining good
data and the paucity of true degrees of freedom. The empirical results
that follow do not seem to have suffered much.
7The coefficient ofpermanent income will capture the effect of wealth
and of secular trends in institutions, payments technology, and so forth.
Thecoefficient of transitory incomereflects both effects of windfalls
onportfolio adjustment andofcyclical variations in transactions (see
Darby (1972)).
8Basic data series were all drawn from the N.B.E.R.'s data bank.
9Thisamounts to the usual 10—year—life, double—declining—balance
method. The initial value for December 31, 1946, was computed from Raymond
Goldsmith's (1962) data as 72.43 billion 1958 dollars. See Darby (1972,
pp. 931—32) for details. This calculation requires that cbemeasured at
juart rates in order to integrate flows into stocks.
10A theoretically more attractive definition would base the imputation
on the average durables stock for the perioddtl +O56db. As zkinight
impartspurious correlation——particularly in the disaggregated estimation
of the dt equation——this was not done.
'That is, private sector income equals disposable personal income +
undistributed corporate profits + wage accrualslessdisbursements + cor-
poration inventory valuation adjustment- other personal outlays. For com-
putational purposes, an equivalent definition is net national product —- 44-
taxesnet of transfers (i.e., government expenditures + NIA surplus) —
governmentand private transfers to foreigners —statisticaldiscrepancy.
growth rate is implicit in saving plans. The required growth
rates and initial values y (0 =1946for annual data and 1946—IV for
quarterly data) were estimated by a loglinear trend (see Darby (1974) for
details) as:
Income Concept g P0
Accrual (annual data) .03832 223.773
Accrual (quarterly data) .00959 56.7934
Cash receipts (annual data) .04003 213.973
Cash receipts (quarterly data) .01001 54.3573
13This series is the most problematical. Itwas pointed out in the
introduction that roughly half of behaviorally durable goods are included
among nondurable goods and services. Thus their prices will be Included
in the denominator instead of the numerator.
'4The t—values are given in parentheses. Thesquare brackets Indicate
a greater than 90 percent probability confidence interval computed on the
basis of the asymptotic distribution of the logarithm of the likelihood
function. For the annual regression, the values =0,0.025, 005O, ...,
0.975,1.000 were searched for the weight of current income in permanent in-
come that maximized the likelihood function. For the quarterly regression,
the values 8 =0,.Ol,.02,...,. 99, 1.00 were used.
15
See the analysis of the coefficients below equation (11). The annual
coefficienI should be approximately four times the quarterly coefficients
except for those of and Tt• Only the amount by which 81 exceeds Ic. is
multiplied by 4 for y},• The coefficient 82 of Tt should be essentially- 45-
unchangedas the lower quarterly value of A3 is offset by a higher value of
so that theonly expectedchange is due to the slightly higher quarterly
valueof the (1 —0.5r)adjustmentfactor.




where S.E.E. —5.82,R2(adj.) —.9968,D—W —2.13.
17The value of Ic is estimated on the basis of k —(1—/2r)
[(1 —A1)
+ A1a1 —A3y1].
The imputed yield r 0.1 From regression(18),
—1.08;A1 ——(4+ r) /(1 —o.5r)0.29; A3 —8I (1 —0.gr) 0.72.
Thevalues ofand are estimated by dividing the total sampleperiod
change in the durables stock andrealmoney stock respectively by the total
change in permanent income. So 0.79 and % 0.087.The estimated
value ofn is computed as (d)e/yP
—aiypt,yPt)e&1(j/(l + j)]
%.029 where—.03832from footnote 12 above. Substitution yields )i
1.08—0.95(0.Ô21 + 0.229 —0.063)0.90. The estimate of a is computed
PS xPS




C * __________— .Substitutingequation (4) for c yields
—rd_1Pt
lid d
i. — — /
—[k+ (1 —04r)
—rt1] l—r_iyp pt
Taking dt_i/ypt % % 0.76,1 —0(1/0.924)
[0.90 +(0.95)(0.029)
—(0.10)(O.76)]—0.92.So —0.08.- 46-
18Theestimates of theweight of current income In permanent income
were a bit closer to the value of 0.1 per annum estimated in Darby (1974).
The only other noticeable——though statistically insignificant——changes
were generally higher (in absolute value) estimates for the coefficients
of money and the durables stock. All these changes are consistent with
the hypothesized shift, but the standard errors of estimate actually de-
teriorated slightly in the truncated period.
'9The smaller coefficient of transitory incomeTt in regression 3
than in 2 reflects the larger offset due to the higher money coefficient.
Note that, roundingerror aside, regressions 2 plus 3 less 0.1 dt_l equal
regression equation (18). SImilarly, regressions 5 plus 6 less 0.025
equal regression equation (19).
20 am indebted to Tom Mayer for the observation that for low B
weights permanent income and the durables stock are closely related be-
cause of the high correlation between transitory income and fluctuations
in household durables investment. A high estimate of B applies too low a
weight to past transitory income and can be offset by a ire negative co-
efficient on the durables stock. This correlation is the probable explana-
tion for the relatively flat likelihood function at the low end of the B
range as discussed in Section IV below. In regressions based on the B
weight of 0.1 per annum (but not reproduced here), the coefficient of
d1 is —0.092 for the c dependent variable and —0.102 for the
dependent variable. Consumer expenditure functions for 80.1 per
annum and 0.025 per quarter are presented in Section IV.V —
- 47-
2lexplainedinthe first part of Section III, the accrualconcept
isprivate sector income adjusted for the yield on the durable. stock
whilethe cash—receipts concept is disposable personal income with the
sameadjustment.The conclusions as to the relative merits of thetwo
conceptsare not affected by omissionofthe durables yield adjustment.
22To be precise, transfers toforeigners andthestatistical discre-
pancyshould also be subtracted.
23Exclusive of large negotiable certificates ofdeposits.
24The monthlyN3 data for January1947 through December 1959 are re-
ported in the Data Appendix. Monthly savings and loan deposits were inter-
polated between annual (1947—1949) and quarterly (1950—1954) bent,harks
bythe useof mutual savings bank deposit..
25Thequarterly sumsofsquared residuals are biased downwards by the
autocorrelation indicated by the lowDurbin—Watsonstatistics. Note that
thisstatisticis 1.08 for the accrual definition and 0.94 for the cash re-
ceipts definition (regression 13 and 14 respectively). Only regressions 17
and 18 for the quarterly M3 comparison are close to a dead heat. That pre-
sumably reflects some peculiarity in the data whichalsoaccounts for the
unusually high estimate of 0.06 per quarter in regression 17.
261flcomparingdefinitions such as these, the hypotheses are not
strictly nested and no generally acceptable significance test exists.
Consider the following, however. If the difference between the accrual
and the cash—receipts definitions were allowed to enter with aweightu
(to be estimated) between 0 and 1, the cash—receipts definition would be
nested (with the restriction p •1)in the more general hypothesis that- 48-
incomeis. the stun of the accrual concept plus j.itimesthe difference.
For this model, the sum of squared residuals could not be greater than
the sum of squared residuals for 310 (the accrual income definition).
If we suppose that this upper limit on the unconstrained sum of squares is
the actual value-—which is favorable to accepting the cash—receipts defini—
tion——the likelihood ratio test could be used. The critical value at the
5% significance level for the excess sum of squares would then be 15.3%
for annual data and 3.6% for quarterly data. So even on this apparently
generous test, the cash—receipts definition is significantly worse than
the accrual definition. The same argument and critical values would apply
to the money definitions discussed below.
27See Darby (1974,esp. pp. 233—34).
28The t—values are given in parentheses. Thegreater than 90% con-
fidence interval foris [0, 0.23] for annual data and [0,0.06] for
quarterly data.
29The analysis of this specification bias is contained inDarby (1974).
A 10% per annum 8weightwas estimated there on the basis of a pure con-
sumption model.